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Abstract
Autism is a neurodevelopmental condition that has been related to an overall
imbalance between the brain’s excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) systems. Such an
EI imbalance can lead to structural and functional cortical deviances and thus
alter information processing in the brain, ultimately giving rise to autism traits.
However, the developmental trajectory of EI imbalances across childhood and
adolescence has not been investigated yet. Therefore, its relationship to autism
traits is not well understood. In the present study, we determined a functional
measure of the EI balance (f-EIB) from resting-state electrophysiological record-
ings for a final sample of 92 autistic children from 6 to 17 years of age and
100 allistic (i.e., non-autistic) children matched by age, sex, and nonverbal-IQ.
We related the developmental trajectory of f-EIB to behavioral assessments of
autism traits as well as language ability. Our results revealed differential EI trajec-
tories for autistic compared to allistic children. Importantly, the developmental
trajectory of f-EIB values related to individual language ability. In particular, ele-
vated excitability in late childhood and early adolescence was linked to decreased
listening comprehension. Our findings provide evidence against a general EI
imbalance in autistic children when correcting for non-verbal IQ. Instead, we
show that the developmental trajectory of EI balance shares variance with autism
trait development at a specific age range. This is consistent with the proposal that
the late development of inhibitory brain activity is a key substrate of autism traits.

Lay Summary
An imbalance between the brain’s excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) systems has
been proposed as an underlying neural mechanism in autism, potentially changing
information processing. We show a different development of EI balance in autistic
compared to allistic children and adolescents. Additionally, we find that the age
trajectory of EI balance relates to language comprehension in both groups.
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INTRODUCTION

Autism is a neurodevelopmental condition characterized
by restricted and repetitive patterns in behaviors and
interests as well as persistent differences in social

communication and language abilities (American Psychi-
atric Association, 2013). The precise nature and extent of
the differences varies widely between autistic individuals
(Barttfeld et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013). This large het-
erogeneity within the autistic population has made it
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notoriously difficult to understand the biological mecha-
nisms underlying the condition. In recent years, the
neuroscientific literature discusses a systems-level sub-
strate of autism. Specifically, an imbalance between
the brain’s excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) neurons and
their connections has been suggested to be linked to
autism (Rubenstein & Merzenich, 2003; Sohal &
Rubenstein, 2019). Hence, the investigation of EI balance
and its relation to autistic traits is of great importance for
a unitary explanatory framework of this heterogenous
condition.

Neurons can mainly be classified as excitatory and
inhibitory neurons based on their effect on the activity of
other neurons. Across neural networks, these two types
of neurons are tightly coupled and cortical excitation is
followed by proportional inhibition (Shu et al., 2003).
This balance between excitatory and inhibitory systems
ensures that the brain operates in a critical state
(Avramiea et al., 2022; Shew et al., 2009) and is crucial
for regulating the information flow through the brain
(Poil et al., 2012). Evidence for an EI imbalance in
autism comes from different measures of the excitatory
neurotransmitter glutamate and the inhibitory neuro-
transmitter γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in the brain.
Postmortem tissue analyses have found anomalies in the
biosynthesis and transmission of these neurotransmitters
in autistic samples (Blatt & Fatemi, 2011; Fatemi
et al., 2002, 2009, 2014; Oblak et al., 2009, 2010, 2011;
Purcell et al., 2001; Shimmura et al., 2013; Yip
et al., 2007). Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS)
provides the possibility to measure these neurotransmitter
levels in vivo (for a review, see Rojas et al., 2015). MRS
studies provided evidence for differences between autistic
and allistic (i.e., non-autistic) individuals’ resting levels of
glutamate as well as its precursor glutamine (Bejjani
et al., 2012; Bernardi et al., 2011; Brown et al., 2013;
Corrigan et al., 2013; DeVito et al., 2007; Doyle-Thomas
et al., 2014; Hassan et al., 2013; Horder et al., 2013; Page
et al., 2006; Tebartz van Elst et al., 2014) and GABA
(Gaetz et al., 2014; Rojas et al., 2014) in various brain
regions, suggesting that EI differences are region-specific.
However, findings regarding the specific location and
even the direction of changes in neurotransmitter levels
are mixed, making it currently difficult to draw specific
conclusions on the differences between autistic and
allistic individuals. In addition to MRS studies, genetic
analyses have provided evidence for differential gene-
expression within glutamatergic and GABAergic signal-
ing pathway gene-sets between autistic and allistic indi-
viduals (Collins et al., 2006; Hollestein et al., 2023;
Ramoz et al., 2004). A balanced interaction between glu-
tamate and GABA is needed for the maturation of the
brain’s synapses and the refinement of neuronal circuit-
ries during development (Dorrn et al., 2010; Luj�an
et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2010). A deviation from this bio-
chemical balance could consequently affect cognitive
functions as well as social behavior (Cochran et al., 2015;
DeLorey et al., 2008).

Recent advances in the mathematical quantification
of nonlinear dynamics in neuroimaging time series now
also allow for the assessment of EI balance from electro-
encephalography (EEG) recordings. In the current study,
we quantified EI balance using a functional measure of
the EI balance (f-EIB), which was recently introduced by
Bruining et al. (2020). Although this functional measure
indirectly estimates the EI balance from electrophysiolog-
ical activity, it has been shown to relate to the structural
EI balance, that is to the ratio of excitatory-to-excitatory
and inhibitory-to-excitatory synapses in the brain. Bruin-
ing et al. (2020) further validated this method in vivo by
showing that the f-EIB values are sensitive to pharmaco-
logical manipulation of GABA levels in healthy adults.
The f-EIB value is computed based on the amplitude and
temporal autocorrelation in the alpha frequency of
resting-state electroencephalography (rs-EEG) record-
ings, which measure spontaneous neural activity reflect-
ing task-unrelated cognitive functions. The short
recording time and simple acquisition procedure (e.g., no
stimulation, no behavioral task) of rs-EEG benefit practi-
cality in clinical populations (Anderson & Perone, 2018)
and the possibility to compute EI balance from rs-EEG
thus allows to advance our understanding of the underly-
ing neurobiological mechanisms of autism by including a
wider range of children compared to other methods for
assessing EI balance. To assess the relationship between
EI balance and autism, Bruining et al. (2020) investigated
f-EIB in a sample of 100 autistic and 29 allistic children
between 7 and 16 years. As expected, allistic children dis-
played balanced f-EIB values, which is assumed to be
optimal for information processing. The autistic group
displayed a significantly larger variance in f-EIB values,
which the authors interpreted as greater EI imbalance for
autistic than allistic children. However, intelligence quo-
tient (IQ) differences between the autistic and allistic
group in the study by Bruining et al. (2020) could have
influenced their results, as the two groups were not
matched on IQ and previous research reported a relation-
ship between IQ and EI balance where higher IQs associ-
ate with an EI balance closer to the optimum and thus
having a smaller variance (Cochran et al., 2015;
Robinson, 1989). Even though additional analyses by
Bruining et al. (2020) did not find evidence for a relation-
ship between f-EIB and IQ, direct comparisons between
the two groups were difficult because of the large IQ dif-
ferences. Moreover, it remains unclear how differences in
f-EIB values develop across childhood and adolescence
and whether their development may be linked to individ-
ual autism traits.

To fill these gaps, we here compare developmental
trajectories of EI balance and their relationship to cogni-
tion and behavior in a group of autistic children and an
allistic comparison group matched by age, sex, and
nonverbal-IQ (nv-IQ). We analyzed rs-EEG recordings
for a final sample of 92 autistic children from 6 to
17 years of age and 100 neurotypical children from the
Healthy Brain Network (HBN) Biobank (Alexander
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et al., 2017). In addition, we obtained cognitive measures
of autism traits and language abilities for each partici-
pant. From the rs-EEG recordings, we quantified f-EIB
values in the individual alpha frequency (IAF) for each
participant. Since the developmental trajectory of the
EIB has not been assessed yet, we first assessed the f-EIB
across the age range. We then also examined the relation-
ship between autism traits and the age trajectory of f-EIB
values. Based on the potential IQ confound in prior
work, we did not have a strong hypothesis on finding
group differences in f-EIB values. However, we still
expected a relationship between individual autism trait
measures and the development of f-EIB values when per-
forming statistics in a more continuous manner in a sam-
ple that displays a larger f-EIB range. In particular, we
expected stronger autism traits to relate to higher EI
imbalances.

METHODS

Participants

The participants of this study are part of the openly
available HBN Biobank published by the Child Mind
Institute in the United States (Alexander et al., 2017).
The study was approved by the Chesapeake Institutional
Review Board. For our study, we selected a subset of
125 individuals (19 female; 6–17 years old) who received
a primary diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder. Clinical
diagnoses in the HBN were made based on the computer-
ized version of the Schedule for Affective Disorders and
Schizophrenia—Children’s version (KSADS-COMP)
which was administered by a licensed clinician. This
semi-structured psychiatric interview includes a child and
a parent interview. In case of indications for autism,
two additional diagnostic assessments, the Autism
Diagnostic Interview—Revised (ADI-R) and the Autism
Diagnostic Observation Schedule, second edition
(ADOS-2), were additionally administered. ADI-R and
ADOS-2 scores are not accessible in the HBN databank.
To increase the representativeness of our sample, we
included both autistic individuals with no secondary
diagnoses (n = 21) and those with secondary diagnoses,
as comorbidities are frequently reported in the autistic
population (see Table S1; Mannion et al., 2013). We
matched a comparison group of 125 neurotypical indi-
viduals to our autistic sample based on age, sex, and
nv-IQ. We matched groups based on IQ to avoid differ-
ences in our outcome measure that are explained by
differences in intelligence (see Cochran et al., 2015;
Robinson, 1989), as lower IQ is not a core symptom of
autism (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Since
we were investigating autism traits related to language,
we matched on nv-IQ. Given that our sample did not
include sufficient females to reliably examine sex
differences and previous research found no evidence for

sex-specific differences in inhibitory development
(DeMayo et al., 2021), we here included both males and
females in our analysis.

For a full set of in- and exclusion criteria to the HBN
dataset, please refer to the original publication
(Alexander et al., 2017). Most importantly for the current
analysis, participation was not possible if serious cogni-
tive impairment or neurological disorders prevented the
completion of the experiments (e.g., IQ < 66, nonverbal
autism, chronic epilepsy). Moreover, all participants were
fluent in English. To be included in the current analysis,
participants had to have completed the rs-EEG and their
total EEG signal including all six paradigms had to have
a minimum length of 500 s as required for the EEG
preprocessing-pipeline employed here (Gabard-Durnam
et al., 2018). They further had to have completed the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children—V (WISC–V
for the computation of nv-IQ; Wechsler, 2014). Out of
the 250 participants selected for the current analysis, a
total of 58 participants (nautistic = 33, nallistic = 25) were
excluded from the final analysis due to less than 40 arti-
fact-free EEG epochs (nautistic = 19, nallistic = 6) or inabil-
ity to compute long-range temporal correlations for the
f-EIB computations (nautistic = 14, nallistic = 19). Descrip-
tive statistics for the final sample are summarized in
Table 1.

Data acquisition

Cognitive and behavioral measures

To quantify the participants’ autism traits, language abil-
ities as well as nv-IQ, their scores on six cognitive assess-
ments were used. All participants were asked to complete
all six assessments. Specific autism traits (i.e., specialized

TABLE 1 Demographics and cognitive assessment scores of the
autistic and allistic participants included in the final analysis.

Autistic (n = 92) Allistic (n = 100) p Value

Age (in years) 10.79 (2.88) 10.62 (2.94) n.a.

Nonverbal-IQ 97.24 (19.89) 100.22 (15.67) n.a.

Sex (f/m) 14/78 30/70 n.a.

ASSQ 20.1 (11.62) 2.57 (3.66) <0.001

RBS 58.49 (37.87) 11.54 (17.41) <0.001

SRS 90.24 (29.70) 30.35 (17.46) <0.001

SCQ 13.23 (5.88) 5.59 (3.64) <0.001

WIAT-LC 100.17 (16.68) 107.04 (15.77) 0.004

Note: Cognitive assessments included the Autism Spectrum Screening
Questionnaire (ASSQ), Repetitive Behavior Scale (RBS), Social Responsiveness
Scale (SRS), Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ), and Wechsler
Individual Achievement Test-Listening Comprehension (WIAT-LC). All
assessments were done with all participants except for the RBS, which had not
been included in the initial protocol. Standard deviations (SD) are given in
brackets after the means. p Values for the matched variables age, nv-IQ, and sex
are not applicable (n.a.; see e.g., Sassenhagen & Alday, 2016).
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interests and repetitive behaviors, social interaction,
social reciprocity, and language and communication)
were assessed with four questionnaires completed by a
participant’s caregiver (Alexander et al., 2017): First, the
Autism Spectrum Screening Questionnaire (ASSQ;
Ehlers et al., 1999) captures general autism traits regard-
ing social interaction, communication, and repetitive
behavior. Second, the Repetitive Behavior Scale (RBS;
Lam & Aman, 2007) quantifies specific autism traits con-
cerning repetitive behaviors. Third, the Social Respon-
siveness Scale-2 (SRS-2; Constantino & Gruber, 2012)
quantifies reciprocal social behavior as well as specialized
interests and repetitive behaviors. Fourth, the Social
Communication Questionnaire (SCQ—previously called
Autism Screening Questionnaire; Rutter et al., 2003) is
used to quantify specific autism traits concerning stereo-
typed body movements and gestures, language usage,
and social interactions. Higher scores on any of these
questionnaires indicate increased autism traits. Question-
naires were completed for all children, except for the
RBS, which was only available for n = 172 children
(nautistic = 75, nallistic = 59), as it was only added to the
protocol later (Alexander et al., 2017).

In addition to the questionnaire scores, participants’
scores on two behavioral assessments were included.
Given the relationship between autism and language abil-
ities (see Eigsti et al., 2011, for a review) and the potential
relationship between EIB and language comprehension
(Hegarty et al., 2018), we quantified receptive language
abilities using the listening comprehension (LC) subtest
of the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test-III (WIAT-
III; Wechsler, 1992). The listening subtest contains
vocabulary and oral discourse comprehension compo-
nents and measures listening comprehension at the level
of the word, sentence, and discourse. The test quantifies
language ability using a standard score for age (M = 100,
SD = 15). Participants’ nv-IQ was quantified based on
the WISC-V (Wechsler, 2014).

EEG data

Participants took part in one EEG session with a total
duration of 90 min. The session consisted of six differ-
ent EEG paradigms with the rs-EEG paradigm always
conducted first. During the session, EEG was
recorded continuously using a 129-channel EEG geo-
desic hydrocel system by Electrical Geodesics Inc.
(EGI) at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. Cz served as
online reference and impedances were kept below
40 kΩ during the recording. The rs-EEG lasted for
5 min in which participants were instructed to alter-
nate five times between keeping their eyes open (20 s)
and closed (40 s). In line with Bruining et al. (2020),
only the eyes-closed rs-EEG was analyzed here, as it
has been associated with functional balance in healthy

adults compared to the eyes-open resting-state. To
assess children’s compliance with the eyes-closed
instruction, we analyzed for group differences in the
number of artifacts on the raw data for the eye chan-
nels (i.e., timepoints ± 125 μV). Both groups showed
significantly more artifacts in the eyes-open than the
eyes-closed condition (both p < 0.003) and there was
no significant group difference in the number of arti-
facts for the eyes-closed condition (t = �0.15,
p = 0.88), indicating high data quality and compliance
with the instruction in both groups.

EEG preprocessing

Data preprocessing was done in MATLAB (The Math-
Works, Inc., Natick, US) using the openly available tool-
boxes EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) and
FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011). Preprocessing was
done automatically using an adjusted version of the
Harvard Automated Preprocessing Pipeline (HAPPE;
Gabard-Durnam et al., 2018; Menn, Michel, et al.,
2022). Although only the rs-EEG data was included in
our analysis, we preprocessed the EEG signal of the
91 scalp electrodes (excluding external/face electrodes)
for all paradigms to allow for a reliable independent com-
ponent decomposition (Gabard-Durnam et al., 2018).

In line with HAPPE, the signal was high-pass (filter
order: 16,500, pass-band: 1 Hz, �6 dB cutoff: 0.5 Hz)
and low-pass (filter order: 166, pass-band: 50 Hz, �6 dB
cutoff: 55 Hz) filtered with a noncausal finite impulse
response filter. Next, channels were rejected if the
normed joint probability of the average log power from
1 to 100 Hz exceeded a threshold of 3 standard deviations
from the mean (Mautistic = 6.43, SD = 5.34; Mal-

listic = 4.92, SD = 3.26; t(190) = 2.39, p = 0.018; we have
assessed the potential confound in a group difference in
rejected channels in the analysis [see Section 3]). Artifacts
were removed with wavelet-enhanced independent com-
ponent analysis (Castellanos & Makarov, 2006) with a
threshold of 3. Data was then decomposed using indepen-
dent component analysis. Artifact components were
automatically rejected using the multiple artifact rejec-
tion algorithm (MARA; Mautistic = 43.88, SD = 9.41;
Mallistic = 46.32, SD = 10.09, t = �1.73, p = 0.086;
Winkler et al., 2011). These rejection rates are compara-
ble to manual validation approaches in developmental
(Gabard-Durnam et al., 2018) and adult data (Winkler
et al., 2011; Winkler et al., 2015). A randomly selected
subset of these artifact components was visually inspected
to ensure that non-artifact components were not rejected.
Last, previously rejected channels were interpolated using
spherical splines (Perrin et al., 1989) and the EEG data
was re-referenced to an approximately zero reference
with the reference electrode standardization technique
(Dong et al., 2017).
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EEG data analysis

All f-EIB values were computed within each participant’s
IAF. To prepare the IAF analysis, the total 200 s of pre-
processed EEG signal corresponding to eyes-closed
rs-EEG was segmented into two-second epochs with 50%
overlap leading to a potential maximum of 195 epochs.
As suggested by HAPPE, all epochs with amplitudes
exceeding ±40 μV were excluded. On average, 158.28
artifact-free epochs per participant were analyzed
(Mautistic = 158.47, SD = 42.07; Mallistic = 158.83,
SD = 40.54).

As a next step, we quantified each participant’s IAF
as the alpha center of gravity of the smoothed power
spectra following the algorithm by Corcoran et al.
(2018). Since the alpha band (canonical: 8–12 Hz) is often
slower in developmental samples (Cellier et al., 2021), we
extended the frequency band of interest to 4–14 Hz. The
participants’ IAF range was defined as the range from
4 Hz below the alpha center of gravity to 2 Hz above
(Klimesch, 1999).

Finally, we calculated the f-EIB from the prepro-
cessed eyes-closed rs-EEG signal in the IAF for each par-
ticipant. Computations were done using the original
MATLAB code published by Bruining et al. (2020) based
on long-range temporal correlations and alpha ampli-
tudes within the signal on five-second epochs with 80%
overlap. Inhibition-dominated networks are character-
ized by an f-EIB value < 1, excitation-dominated net-
works display an f-EIB value > 1 and balanced networks
will have an f-EIB value = 1.

In line with Bruining et al. (2020), we excluded all
participants with detrended fluctuation analysis expo-
nents below 0.6 from the final analysis, as amplitude and
fluctuation function have been shown to not co-vary in
neural networks with low long-range temporal correla-
tions, leading to unreliable estimates of f-EIB values.

Statistical analysis

The relationship between f-EIB values and autism was
assessed using mixed-effects models (’lme’; Bates
et al., 2015) in R (v. 4.1.2; R. C. Team, 2021) with RStu-
dio (1.2.5042; R. Team, 2020). The p values for the
mixed-effects models were computed using Sat-
terthwaite approximation (’lmerTest’; Kuznetsova
et al., 2017) and graphics were created using ’ggplot2’
(Wickham, 2016).

To test differences in the f-EIB values between the
two groups, we conducted a two sample t-test and a
Levene’s test to assess the equality of variances. Since
previous studies have found EI differences in the brain to
be region-specific, which may manifest into different
topographies at the scalp-level, we clustered the elec-
trodes into four regions of interest (ROI; left-anterior,
left-posterior, right-anterior, right-posterior) according to

their caudality and laterality (see Figure S1). To test
whether there were differences in the age trajectory of
f-EIB values between the groups, we conducted a mixed-
effects model using the f-EIB values as dependent vari-
able and group (autistic, allistic), a quadratic term for
age, and the ROI as well as their interactions as predic-
tors. All continuous predictors were standardized for the
analysis. Group was contrast coded with autistic as refer-
ence level coded as �0.5 and ROI was deviation coded,
meaning that f-EIB values for each level of ROI were
compared to the overall mean. Significant interactions
were followed-up with separate analyses within the ROI
implicated in the significant interaction term, followed by
group comparisons. To assess the relationship between
the developmental trajectory of f-EIB values and the indi-
vidual level of autism traits, we conducted five separate
mixed-effects models each replacing the autism group
predictor in the model described above by the individ-
ual’s score on the respective autism characteristic assess-
ment (ASSQ, SCQ, SRS, RBS, and WIAT). Given that
autism is seen as a spectrum with a varying degree of
autistic traits present in the general population, these
analyses were conducted across both participant groups.
To correct for multiple comparisons, we used
Bonferroni-correction (adjusted-α = 0.01) for all analyses
and follow-up analyses assessing the relationship between
f-EIB values and individual autism traits.

RESULTS

f-EIB differences for autistic and allistic children

There was no significant difference in mean f-EIB values
between the autistic (M = 1.05) and the allistic
(M = 1.07) group across all electrodes, t(190)= 0.67,
p = 0.5 (Figure 1a), or within any ROI (all ps > 0.33).
This result remained after controlling for the number of
rejected channels and the number of rejected channels did
not relate to f-EIB values (all ps > 0.08), indicating that
the group difference in numbers of rejected channels did
not confound our EI balance estimates. There was also
no significant difference in the variance of f-EIB values
between the two groups across electrodes, p = 0.2, or
within the ROIs (all ps > 0.07). Numerically, the allistic
group had a higher variance (SD = 0.19) than the autistic
group (SD = 0.16).

Our analysis testing for different developmental tra-
jectories of f-EIB values between autistic and allistic chil-
dren showed a significant increase of f-EIB values with
age, t = 2.3, p = 0.023. Importantly, the analysis
revealed a significant interaction between group, age, and
ROI for the left-anterior region, t = 2.3, p = 0.022.
Follow-up regression analyses for this ROI confirmed the
linear increase of f-EIB values with age, t = 2.27,
p = 0.024, and revealed a significant interaction between
group and the quadratic term for age, t = 2.02,
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p = 0.045. Within this ROI, the autistic group showed a
significant quadratic age effect on f-EIB values,
t = �2.36, p = 0.021, whereas the allistic group showed a
marginally significant linear effect of age on f-EIB values,
t = 1.94, p = 0.055. Note that there were five potential
outliers (z-scores > 2.5 or < �2.5; nallistic = 4;
nautistic = 1). The exclusion of these data points did not
affect the overall pattern of results reported in this manu-
script, except that it led to a significant linear effect of
age on f-EIB values in the allistic group t = 2.41,
p = 0.018. This indicates different patterns in develop-
mental trajectories of EI balance between autistic and
allistic children. Inspection of the regression estimates
suggests that in the left-anterior ROI relative excitation
peaks between 11 and 13 years of age for autistic children
and decreases in adolescence whereas relative excitation
shows an increase across childhood and adolescence for
the allistic group (Figure 1b). To follow-up on the
group � age interaction, we evenly divided participants
into three age groups (children: 6–9 years, nautistic = 29,
Mautistic = 1.07, nallistic = 36, Mallistic = 1.11; young ado-
lescents: 9–12 years, nautistic = 31, Mautistic = 1.08,

nallistic = 32, Mallistic = 1.07; older adolescents: 13–
17 years, nautistic = 32, Mautistic = 1.07, nallistic = 32, Mal-

listic = 1.12). We did not observe a statistically significant
between-group difference in any individual age group
(children: t = �1.44, p = 0.154; young adolescents:
t = 0.13, p = 0.895; older adolescents: t = �0.78,
p = 0.439), suggesting that the different pattern of EI
development may not manifest into significant group dif-
ferences in EI balance at any age point in childhood.

Relationship f-EIB trajectory to autism traits

The five assessments of autism traits were significantly
different between the two groups (Table 1; Wilcoxon
rank-sum tests: all ps ≤ 0.004) and none showed evidence
for age bias (all ps ≥ 0.238). Results for all separate
models investigating the relationship between autism
traits and f-EIB trajectory can be found in Supplemen-
tary Tables S2–S7. We here only discuss the effects
involving autism traits that remained significant after
multiple-comparisons correction.

F I GURE 1 Overview of our main results. (a) No significant group difference between the autistic and the allistic group. Topographical
distributions of f-EIB values displayed on the left, mean f-EIB values across all electrodes on the right. Dots indicate individual data points. (b) The
age trajectories of the f-EIB values differ between the autistic and allistic group for the left-frontal region of interest (ROI). The autistic group (dark)
showed an inverse u-shaped age trajectory for f-EIB values whereas the allistic group (bright) showed a (marginally significant) linear trajectory.
(c) The age trajectory of f-EIB values relates to WIAT Listening Comprehension (WIAT-LC) scores. Note that we used listening comprehension as a
continuous measure in the analysis. A grouping (lines indicate trajectory for children ± 2 SD from the mean) was applied for visualization only.
Individual dots are colored according to the WIAT score.
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The analyses with parental questionnaires ASSQ,
SCQ, and SRS showed significant interactions between
the respective test score and age for the left-anterior ROI
(ASSQ: t = �2.83, p = 0.005; SCQ: t = �2.78,
p = 0.006; SRS: t = �2.98, p = 0.003). This tentatively
suggests that individual differences in the degree of
autism traits relate to the developmental trajectory
of f-EIB values in the left-anterior ROI. However, none
of the follow-up analyses within this ROI showed a sig-
nificant interaction between the respective test score and
age (all ps ≥ 0.08). For the RBS, we observed a signifi-
cant interaction between test scores and ROI, which was
also specific to the left-anterior channels, t = �2.81,
p = 0.005. However, follow-up analyses within the left-
anterior ROI showed no significant relationship between
repetitive behavior and f-EIB values, t = �1.34,
p = 0.184.

Importantly, for the listening comprehension subscale
of the WIAT, we found a significant interaction between
test scores and the quadratic age term on f-EIB values,
t = 2.75, p = 0.007 (see Figure 1c). In line with the group
analysis reported above, model estimates indicate that
lower listening comprehension scores are related to an
inverse-u shaped age trajectory of f-EIB values with a
peak in relative excitation between 11 and 13 years of
age. Higher listening comprehension scores, on the other
hand, associate with a u-shaped trajectory of f-EIB values
with a trough in relative excitation between 8 and
10 years of age followed by an increase in relative excita-
tion across adolescence. Including the group factor to this
model provided no evidence that the relationship
between listening comprehension and age on f-EIB
values was different for the two groups (interaction
WIAT � Age2 � Group: t = �0.26, p = 0.796). To con-
trol for a potential impact of language impairments
(other than the language differences typically observed in
autism) on the relationship between EI balance and lan-
guage abilities, we repeated the analysis excluding all par-
ticipants with any language-related secondary diagnosis
(n = 16). The interaction between the listening compre-
hension score and the quadratic age term remained sig-
nificant, t = 2.9, p = 0.004.

Control analysis: Relationship f-EIB with IQ

In contrast to the results reported by Bruining et al.
(2020), we find no evidence for differences in f-EIB vari-
ance between the two nv-IQ-matched groups in our sam-
ple. Control analyses showed no significant relationship
between IQ and f-EIB values, t = 0.76, p = 0.447, in our
sample. We also found no evidence that the developmen-
tal trajectory of f-EIB values relates to IQ (linear term:
t = 0.06; p = 0.95; quadratic term: t = 0.03; p = 0.978;
see Supplementary Table S8). Note that both groups had
IQ values in the normal range. A second methodological
difference between our study and the study by Bruining

et al. (2020) was that we computed f-EIB values in the
IAF. Control analyses showed no evidence that IAF
affected the results reported here (see Supplement D).

DISCUSSION

In a large cross-sectional sample, we identified differences
in the developmental trajectory of EI balance between
autistic and age-, sex-, and nv-IQ-matched allistic chil-
dren over left-anterior channels in rs-EEG recordings. In
this ROI, autistic children showed a quadratic trajectory
of f-EIB values, in contrast to a linear trajectory for allis-
tic children. Moreover, our analysis shows that the devel-
opmental trajectory of EI balance relates to individual
differences in language abilities: Children with lower lis-
tening comprehension scores showed an inverse u-shaped
trajectory of EI balance with peak relative excitation
around 11–13 years of age. Children with higher listening
comprehension showed a u-shaped trajectory of f-EIB
values with a trough in relative excitation between 8 and
10 years of age. This finding mirrors the group differ-
ences in the developmental trajectory of EI balance
observed for left-anterior channels. Tentative relation-
ships between other autism traits assessed via parental
report and the EI balance trajectory were also observed
for left-anterior channels, but follow-up analyses were
not significant. While the reliability of parental reports of
autism is generally high (Frazier et al., 2023), future
research should investigate whether participant-led
assessments may allow for more reliable relationships
between autism traits and f-EIB values.

In contrast to recent reports by Bruining et al. (2020),
we did not find evidence for a general EI imbalance as
indicated by higher variance in the autistic compared to
the allistic group. This discrepancy likely stems from dif-
ferences in the statistical treatment of participants’ IQ. In
particular—and in contrast with the current study—,
Bruining et al. (2020) report a significant group difference
in IQ that can explain the observed difference in f-EIB.
While their autistic group was comparable to ours
(IQautistic = 101.4 vs. 97.24), their allistic group differed
from ours (IQallistic = 120.6 vs. 100.22). EIB and IQ are
known to covary in both allistic and autistic people
(Cochran et al., 2015; Orekhova et al., 2008; Said
et al., 2013). Specifically, IQs > 130 associate with opti-
mal EI balance (Robinson, 1989). Since the allistic partic-
ipants in the study by Bruining et al. (2020) had a high
mean IQ around 120, they are expected to exhibit low
variance in f-EIB. In addition to this gross difference, the
low IQ cutoff of 55 employed by Bruining et al. (2020)
might have further inflated EIB variance; in contrast, the
HBN cutoff is 66 (Alexander et al., 2017). Future work
needs to consider IQ when comparing EI balance across
groups.

Our findings portraying a pattern in which f-EIB
values are elevated for autistic adolescents is in line with
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previous reports of cortical hyperexcitability in autistic
individuals (Canitano, 2007; Chez et al., 2006; Lewine
et al., 1999). It is important to note that our use of f-EIB
values from scalp-level EEG means that we can only
interpret our findings in terms of EI balance on a system
level (see Ahmad et al., 2022, for a review), as a ratio
between excitatory and inhibitory systems. We cannot
distinguish whether increased f-EIB values reflect
increased excitatory activity or decreased inhibitory
activity on a neuronal level. Nevertheless, our result of a
peak in relative excitation in autistic pre-adolescents is in
line with previous findings showing major developments
in the inhibitory (GABAergic) system during (early) ado-
lescence (Arain et al., 2013; Kilb, 2012; Silveri
et al., 2013) and evidence for GABAergic differences in
autistic children (DeMayo et al., 2021). Adding to these
previous studies reporting EI imbalances in autism, we
here show a developmental change of EI imbalance
across childhood and adolescence for autistic individuals
and further provide evidence that the trajectory is associ-
ated with individual differences in the degree of autism
characteristics.

The finding that higher f-EIB values (i.e., lower rela-
tive inhibition) in childhood associate with lower listening
comprehension scores is consistent with earlier findings
suggesting a relationship between GABA and language
ability (Gaetz et al., 2014) and previous reports of
reduced GABA concentrations in language areas for
autistic children and their siblings (Rojas et al., 2014).
Noteworthy, Hegarty et al. (2018) reported a relationship
between an EI imbalance in the cerebellum and listening
comprehension in autistic individuals. Given the uncer-
tainty regarding the assessment of cerebellar activity in
EEG recordings (e.g., Andersen et al., 2020), it is unclear
in how far EI imbalances in the cerebellum could have
contributed to our scalp-level EEG measures. Our data
also suggests that f-EIB values were especially sensitive
to individual differences in language ability during pri-
mary school years and thus at a developmental period
during which children acquire new knowledge in multiple
language domains, including syntax and reading. GABA
may be especially relevant during such learning periods
by establishing newly acquired knowledge in memory
(Barron, 2021; Shibata et al., 2017). In a recent study,
Frank et al. (2022) showed that GABA concentrations
dynamically increase during a perceptual learning task in
children but not in adults, which may explain why chil-
dren are more efficient learners than adults. Some limited
evidence from aphasic patients suggests that GABA con-
centrations may also contribute to an optimal learning
environment for language learning (Harris et al., 2019).
The association between EI development and language
ability in our data may thus reflect an impact of GABA
on language learning during childhood and early adoles-
cence. Another possible explanation is that the relation-
ship between EI development and language ability in our
sample may reflect differences in auditory processing
based on differences in EI development during earlier

development already. Animal studies have shown that EI
balance is crucial for the spectro-temporal response tun-
ing of neurons in the auditory cortex during early devel-
opment (Sun et al., 2010; Wehr & Zador, 2003).
Deviations in EI development in human infants could
thus impact the processing of spectro-temporal speech
information, which is, amongst others, crucial for pho-
nemes (i.e., speech sounds) and pitch (involved in speech
prosody and intonation). Some recent evidence suggests
that autism is related to differences in EI balance already
during infancy (Carter Leno et al., 2022), which could
thus affect acoustic fine-tuning of the auditory cortex. It
has recently been shown that electrophysiological proces-
sing of acoustic-phonological information in infancy pre-
dicts later language development (Menn, Ward,
et al., 2022). Future longitudinal studies are needed to
assess how the developmental trajectory of EI balance in
adolescence relates to EI development during infancy
and whether greater deviances from the typical EI devel-
opment during childhood and adolescence associate with
greater deviances in infancy already. Importantly, the
identification of a relationship between EI balances and
language ability in the current study thus not only offers
compelling evidence supporting the relevance of EI
imbalances in contributing to language differences
observed in individuals with autism, but it also lays a cru-
cial foundation for future investigations within the
broader domain of language acquisition, where the intri-
cate interplay between EI balance and language develop-
ment has received limited attention yet (also see Menn
et al., 2023).

Tentatively, our findings of a relationship between
the developmental trajectory of f-EIB values and autism
in the left-anterior ROI is in line with previous reports
indicating altered prefrontal GABA concentrations for
autistic compared to allistic adults (Maier et al., 2022) as
well as reduced GABA concentrations in the (left pre-
frontal) language areas for autistic children (Rojas et al.,
2014). However, it is important to note that since EEG is
measured at the scalp-level, our ability to draw inferences
about the specific brain regions underlying our findings is
limited. Hence, future research is needed to establish
novel techniques enabling the reconstruction of the neu-
ral sources of f-EIB values assessed on the scalp level.
Additionally, we cannot draw conclusions about the
direction of the relationship between EI balance and
autism from this correlational cross-sectional design.
While it is plausible that deviances from the typical EI
balance trajectory lead to autism (e.g., Rubenstein &
Merzenich, 2003), it has also been suggested that EI dif-
ferences between autistic and allistic groups may reflect
some compensatory mechanism of autistic individuals
aiming to mask autistic traits (Chan et al., 2022). Inter-
estingly, the inverted u-shape trajectory for the autistic
group and the potentially linear trajectory for the allistic
group in our data suggests hyperexcitability for autistic
individuals during pre-adolescence and a possible reversal
of this pattern for older adolescents, when the allistic
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group may display higher relative excitation than the
autistic group. Elevated inhibition for autistic adults is in
line with a recent study reporting higher GABA concen-
trations in the prefrontal cortex for autistic compared to
allistic adults (Fung et al., 2021). However, a linear tra-
jectory of f-EIB values for allistic individuals into adult-
hood is biologically implausible and not in line with
findings showing that GABA concentrations plateau dur-
ing adulthood after improving over adolescence
(Caballero et al., 2021; Spielberg et al., 2015). In addi-
tion, Bruining et al. (2020) observed balanced f-EIB
values in an allistic adult group. It is thus likely that the
seeming shift in elevated relative excitability between
the autisitc and allistic group is caused by sparser sam-
pling of older adolescents in our sample, leading to
higher uncertainty of the estimates at this age.

CONCLUSION

We show that the developmental trajectory of EI balance
during childhood and adolescence differs between autistic
and allistic children and that these differences can be
measured on the systems level using cheap and noninva-
sive resting-state EEG recordings. On an individual level,
the developmental trajectory of functional EI balance
relates to a general measure of language ability. These
findings are consistent with a differential development of
the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA in autistic versus
allistic children and the proposed role of GABA for (lan-
guage) learning.
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